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Abstract—Bilingual semantic term association is very use-
ful in cross-language information retrieval, statistical machine
translation, and many other applications in natural language
processing. In this paper, we present a method, named SBA-term,
which applies sparse linear regression (Lasso, Least Squares
with l1 penalty) and L2 rescaling for design matrix to the
task of bilingual term association. The approach hinges on
formulating the task as a feature selection problem within a
classification framework. Our experimental results indicate that
our novel proposed method is more efficient than co-occurrence
at extracting relevant bilingual terms semantic associations. In
addition, our approach connects the vibrant area of sparse
machine learning to an important problem of natural language
processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Semantic word association, or more generally, term as-
sociation plays an important role in many types of natural
language processing tasks and applications. It can be useful
for query expansion in information retrieval, as well as for can-
didate sentence selection in question answering and document
summarization. Term association can also be used to drive
semantic clustering, which is helpful for language models. A
common approach for the term association task is to use co-
occurrence or mutual information between terms within a large
corpus; often additional knowledge sources such as Wordnet
and Wikepedia are used to improve the association results.

Moving beyond the single-language case, term association
between two languages, or bilingual term association, is also
vital in many cross-language tasks and applications. In cross-
language information retrieval [1], a non-Chinese speaking
user may want to get some information from Chinese docu-
ments (say, news articles): bilingual term association can help
translate or expand the English query terms into some Chinese
terms. Bilingual term association can also be applied to word
alignment in statistical machine translation [2]. The data
used in bilingual term association usually includes translation
dictionaries, and some parallel documents if available.

Unfortunately, translation dictionaries cannot provide all
the relevant semantic associations between bilingual terms,
other than those given by direct translation. For example,
the English-Chinese dictionary can translate the English word
“bush” into “布什” (person surname) or “ 灌木”
(shrub). The dictionary fails to recognize the strong semantic
association, which could be found with bilingual parallel doc-
uments, between the English word “bush” and the Chinese

term“美国总统” (American President). Another deficiency
of dictionary is poor coverage, a problem arises when new
terms, such as ”Tea Party”, are introduced.

Clearly, if we have a large bilingual parallel data set, we may
use co-occurrence [11] to associate the bilingual term pairs.
Given a term, co-occurrence can generate the terms appearing
the most often together with the given term, within a context
window. Other frequency-based methods, like log-likelihood
[10], can also be used for bilingual term association.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach that relies on
a specific sparse regression method, the Lasso [3] that has
been very popular in machine learning and statistics recently.
We formulate the bilingual term association task as one of
selecting a few features (terms in one language) that best
predict the appearance of a given term in the other language
in a bilingual parallel data set. To solve this feature selection
task, we invoke the LASSO method, which is Least Squares
with an l1-norm penalty in order to encourage sparsity of the
linear regression coefficients. The features (terms) selected
correspond to the (few) non-zero values of the regression
coefficients. To our knowledge, this is the first application of
LASSO on the task of bilingual term association. Our focus
in this paper will be on Chinese-English corpora. This work
is part of the StatNews project1, which aims at providing fast
summarization of topics in multi-lingual news databases [4],
[9].

Our paper is organized as follows. The SBA-term method
is presented in section II. Some results and a case of bilingual
association network graph is showed in section III. Concluding
remarks are given section IV.

II. SBA-TERM: SPARSE BILINGUAL ASSOCIATION FOR
TERMS

A. Task Description

We are given a large parallel Chinese-English dataset with
thousands of sentences pairs. For a given Chinese term, chosen
in a set of n terms J = {C1, C2, ..., Cn}, we would like to
provide a few English terms within the set of m terms I =
{E1, E2, ..., Em} that have strong semantic association with
the original Chinese term. Correspondingly, if given an English
term, we are interested in its Chinese associated terms.

1http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/˜elghaoui/StatNews/



We will set up the bilingual term association task as a
feature selection problem, within a classification framework
involving the so-called LASSO model. Our next sub-section
describes this model in more detail.

B. The LASSO method

Linear regression is a classical approach to modeling the
relationship between a response variable Y and one or more
predictors denoted X . Gaussian linear regression is formulated
as a least-squares optimization problem, which can be effi-
ciently solved. LASSO is a relatively recent variant on least-
squares, which includes an l1-norm penalty. Precisely, LASSO
takes the form

β̂λ = argmin
β
‖Y −Xβ‖2 + λ

n∑
i=1

|βi|, (1)

where X = (X1, . . . , Xp) is the n × p design matrix whose
columns consist of the n-dimensional fixed predictor variables
Xk, k = 1, . . . , p. The vector Y contains the n-dimensional
set of real-valued observations of the response variable. The λ
in (1) controls the amount of shrinkage that is applied to the
estimates of β, and the penalty term (sum of absolute values of
the βi’s) encourages many zeroes in the solution. Effectively,
a large value of λ results in a very sparse β vector, which in
terms allows to identify those features (in our case, terms) that
have good predictive value. More details on the interpretation
of LASSO, and related recent algorithms, can be found in [7].
In this paper, we use a fast algorithm for LASSO when data
are large but sparse [9]. This algorithm is a modification of the
BBR [8] from the sparse logistic model to linear regression
model or LASSO.

C. Algorithm

The next step is to apply the LASSO model to our bilingual
term association task. Recall that our data set consists in l
Chinese-English sentence pairs. Each sentence pair means a
Chinese sentence and its corresponding English sentence. An
example is given in Figure 1. We consider each sentence pair
as one document.

Fig. 1. Example of Chinese English sentence pair

Based on the m English indexed terms, and n Chinese
indexed terms, we construct two document-term matrices, ME

and MC , of size l ×m and l × n respectively. The element
Mij in ME or MC is the times of term Ej or Cj appearing
in the ith document. Now consider the task of finding terms
associated with a given term in Chinese, say Cj . Let Z to
be the column in MC corresponding to that term: that is, Z
is the observed appearance times of Cj across all documents.
Further, set Y to be a vector containing the signs of Z. Now
choose the design matrix X to be the full English-language
ME . As commonly used together with LASSO, L2-rescaling
is used to reweight the design matrix to reduce the impact of

the larger variance and weight of higher frequency features.
And according to our previous work [9], L2-rescaling is really
better than tf ∗ idf rescaling when the document is short like
our sentence pairs. By applying LASSO, we are effectively
trying to model the “response” (the appearance or not of
Chinese term Cj) as a linear combination of the L2-rescaling
scores of English terms. Because LASSO encourages a sparse
result, only a few English terms are selected as predictors
by LASSO if a large λ is used. Those terms that receive a
non-zero value of the regression coefficient are precisely those
which we select as associated terms.

A summary of the SBA-term algorithm is given below.
• Preprocess the parallel data. Tokenize English sentences

and segment Chinese sentences into tokens. Index all the
Chinese and English terms.

• Construct the document-term matrix for each language.
• Given a Chinese or English term, generate the response
Y and design matrix X as described above.

• Run LASSO to select a fixed number of predictors, and
generate the associated terms in another language by
finding the terms with the non-zero coefficients.

The algorithm relies on a choice of the regularization param-
eter λ. Before running Lasso, it should be pointed out that we
should select a value for λ. As we have mentioned in section
II-B, a larger λ results in fewer features (terms selected). In
our application, it will be more natural for us to choose how
many features (associated terms) we want to keep. Thus if
we need to get k selected features, we need to search over λ
until the appropriate number selected. Note that several very
efficient algorithms exist for solving LASSO, including ones
that generate the entire path of solutions as λ changes. Here,
k (or in fact, λ) can be interpreted as a tuning parameter that
allows to control the number of the associated terms.

III. RESULTS

Our bilingual dataset is from LDC data2. There are 466, 991
Chinese-English sentences pairs in our dataset. After removing
all words appearing fewer than five times in the dataset, we
obtain a dictionary with 39, 734 Chinese words and 30, 093
English words to be indexed.

We first do an experiment with unigrams. Table I
shows some Chinese/English words and their associated En-
glish/Chinese words. From Table I, we first compare the
co-occurrence approach and our SBA-term method. Co-
occurrence seems to generate more stop-words in the list of
associated words, such as some function words and punctua-
tions. SBA-term is more robust: although we did not remove
stop words as a pre-processing step, SBA-term does not select
them. And SBA-term gives us more semantically associated
terms like ”countryside” ”villages” in the third column of
Table I.

In our results, the associated words are sorted by the β-
coefficient values from the LASSO solution (eq. 1). In the

2Including LDC2003E14, LDC2003E07, LDC2005T10, LDC2006E34,
LDC2006E85, and LDC2006E92 http://www.ldc.upnn.edu



TABLE I
CHINESE/ENGLISH TERMS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED ENGLISH/CHINESE TERMS

Chinese/English Term Co-Occurrence SBA-term SBA-term
(top 10) (k =10) (k=20)

农村 rural, areas, peasants, and, in, agricul-
tural, agriculture, of, the, reform

rural, peasants, countryside, agricul-
ture, villages, agricultural, areas, urban

rural, peasants, countryside, villages,
agriculture, areas, agricultural, peas-
ant, farming, feetotax, anhui, farmers,
burdens, secondround, dezhan, cities,
township, urban

人权 rights, human, china, on, united, and,
states, the, of, in

human, rights, humanrights, antichina,
intellectual, beings, property, legiti-
mate

human, rights, humanrights, antichina,
democracy, robinson, united, falun-
gong, issues, states, cshrs, creditor,
obligations, resources, genome, intel-
lectual, property, beings, legitimate

capital 资本, 首都, 外资, 资金, 、, 投资, , ,
市场, 和, 企业

资本, 首都, 外资, 资金, 首府, 资本
金, 基本建设, 台资

资本, 首都, 外资, 资金, 首府, 资本
金, 基本建设, 台资, 基建, 都城, 省
会, 投资, 古都, 省城, 本钱, 生产资
料, 游资, 兑换, 迁都

struggle 斗争, 、, 和, 反, 奋斗, ”, “, 腐败,
的, 人民

斗争, 奋斗, 艰苦奋斗, 阶级斗争, 争
斗, 挣扎, 负隅顽抗, 垂死挣扎

斗争, 奋斗, 艰苦奋斗, 阶级斗争, 争
斗,挣扎,争,负隅顽抗,垂死挣扎,搏
斗, 明争暗斗, 氛, 恶斗, 白景富, 角
力, 拼搏, 争权, 决斗, 反霸, 悉尼

SBA-term lists, the first one or two associated words are
almost the exact translations of the corresponding words. Most
of the other terms in the list are very semantically related
words. In Table I, we also show results with different values
for the number k of selected features, k = 10 and k = 20.
It seems that the larger k can present us more meaningful
associated words, such as ”人权” (“human rights”), which is
associated to ”falungong”. However, a larger value of k may
also result in more noisy term lists.

Our approach can be used to detect “pair-wise” bilingual
associations. In the method described above, the association
between two terms in different languages are unidirectional.
Given a Chinese word Ci, SBA-term yields associated English
words, which we symbolize as Ci → Ej . If in turn, Ej is
also associated with Ci(Ej → Ci), then we can declare the
association to be pair-wise, or bi-directional. Bi-directional
associations are stronger, and we can be more confident about
such associations. From Table II, we observe that indeed, the
bilingual terms have the closest relationship when they are in
pairwise association.

The choice of k, as said before, is to set a parameter in
our method. From Table I, we can see that a smaller value
of k generates semantically closer associations than a larger
k. The choice of k depends on the specific application. In
cross-language information retrieval, we can focus on pairwise
association or choose a smaller k. In some summarization
applications [4], a larger k may give us more meaningful
association words, and further help summarization.

Based on term association, lexical chain and term associa-
tion network is also an attractive research topic [5]. We can
also construct a graph based on our term association results
like Figure 2. To make our graph more legible, we first selected
the 100 most frequent Chinese and English terms, and just
kept the pairwise association in the LASSO-generated graph.
The nodes represent Chinese or English words, which are
distinguished by different colors. Here, the edges between

TABLE II
CHINESE/ENGLISH PAIRWISE ASSOCIATION

Chinese Words English Words
农村 rural
农村 agriculture
国际 world
国际 international

nodes represented their association, as given by LASSO (with
k = 10). The thickness of edges represents the association
degree between two nodes, which depends on the magnitude
of β value from LASSO. Figure 2 illustrates how our proposed
method is also a possible and efficient techniques to construct
bilingual term association network. Note that LASSO is at the
heart of rigorous methods allowing to construct sparse graphs
(graphical models) based on data, see [6].

From Table I, we can see the Chinese words ”人权” has
associated English words like ”humans” and ”rights”. This
leads to consider if bigram terms can help us get more inter-
esting associations between two languages. Based on the same
dataset and also removing all unigram or bigrams appearing
fewer than five times, we get 267, 030 Chinese tokens of
unigrams and bigrams, and likewise 221, 354 English tokens.
The result in Table III shows the English words ”capital”
almost get the same associated Chinese words as when we
use unigrams only. But the Chinese words ”人权” and ”美
国” get their more exact associated terms, such as ”human
rights” and ”united states”. And some Chinese named entity
like ”江泽民” and ”国务院” also get better associated terms
like ”jiang zeming” and ”state council”.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our work in this paper focuses on bilingual semantic terms
association in bilingual documents context. Other than co-
occurrence and other purely frequence-based methods, our
SBA-term apply l1 norm penalized linear regression method
to generate sparse features which corresponding association



Fig. 2. Bilingual terms association graph

TABLE III
CHINESE/ENGLISH TERMS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED ENGLISH/CHINESE

BI-GRAM TERMS

Chinese/English Term Lasso
(k =10)

capital 资本, 首都, 外资, 资金, 首府, 投资
美国 united states, the us, us, american, the united,

states, bush
人权 human rights, rights, rights and, and human, the

united, human, falungong, china
江泽民 jiang zemin, zemin, comrade jiang, jiang, party,

central
国务院 state council, state department, the state, pre-

mier, state, committee, central

terms in our task scenario. SBA-term can expand our hori-
zon and make the sparse model applicable to more natural
language-related tasks. After L2-rescaling with LASSO, the
SBA-term provides us more semantically association terms
than co-occurrence and removes stop-words automatically.
Following the statnews framework, we will perform human
evaluations to exam our approach against human understand-
ing. To bring confidence to the selection of features that is
lacking in using a fixed number of features(k in our method),
we would like to test statistical significance on the features.
We will run the Lasso on several resampled data sets. Features
passing tests at a 5% level are kept and the rest not. And the
selected terms from SBA-term will be used for real applica-
tions, such as query expansion in cross-language information
retrieval and word alignment in machine translation to further
validate our proposed approach.
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